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1.  Introduction 
 The subject of this chapter is liability for accidents, by which is meant the law 
determining when the victim of an accident is entitled to recover losses from the injurer.  
This body of law, included in what is known as tort law, governs, for example, when the 
victim of an automobile accident can collect from the driver who harmed him, when the 
victim of pollution can secure compensation from the polluter, or when the victim of an 
adverse reaction to a drug can obtain a judgment from its manufacturer.   

Three aspects of accident liability will be addressed.  The first is its effect on 
incentives, both whether to engage in activities (for instance, whether to drive) and how 
much care to exercise (at what speed to travel) to reduce risk when so doing.  The second 
aspect concerns risk-bearing and insurance, for the liability system acts as an implicit 
insurer for victims and it imposes risk on potential injurers (because they may have to 
pay victims).  In this regard, victims’ accident insurance and injurers’ liability insurance 
will be taken into account.  The third aspect of accident liability is its administrative 
expense, comprising the cost of legal services, the value of litigants’ time, and the 
operating cost of the courts.1

The chapter will begin in Part A with the central theory of accident liability, 
where the main points about incentives, risk-bearing, and administrative costs will be 
presented.  Then in Part B a variety of subsidiary topics and issues will be discussed, 
including liability of firms, the judgment-proof problem (inability to pay fully for harm 
done), causation, nonmonetary losses, and vicarious liability.  The sections in Part B can 
be read more or less independently of one another; they require only an understanding of 
Part A.  Last, Part C will compare liability to other methods of controlling harmful 
activities, such as corrective (Pigouvian) taxes and regulation.   

Economic analysis of accident liability began with mainly informal contributions 
of a number of legal scholars, notably, Calabresi (1970) and Posner (1972), and has been 
developed since then, in large part by economists, using the standard methods of 
microeconomics. 

Before proceeding, it may be remarked that in view of the importance of liability 
in reality (its virtual omnipresence) and its appeal in theory relative to other means of 
controlling harmful externalities (addressed in Part C), one has the sense that it deserves 
to receive greater attention from economists than it has to this point.  
Part A:  Central Theory of Liability 

In this part on the principal theory of liability, the two basic rules of liability will 
be considered, strict liability and the negligence rule.  Under strict liability, an injurer 
must always pay for harm due to an accident that he causes.  Under the negligence rule, 
an injurer must pay for harm caused only when he is found negligent, that is, only when 
his level of care was less than a standard of care chosen by the courts, often referred to as 

                                                 
1 This chapter is mainly theoretical; for empirical work on liability, see Kessler and Rubinfeld 

(2006). 
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“due care.”  (There are various versions of these rules that depend on whether victims’ 
care was insufficient, as will be discussed below.)  In fact, the negligence rule is the 
dominant form of liability; strict liability is reserved mainly for certain especially 
dangerous activities (such as the use of explosives).2  The amount paid by a liable party 
under a liability rule is often referred to as “damages,” and unless otherwise noted, 
damages will be assumed to equal the harm caused in an accident. 
2.  Incentives 

 In order to focus on liability and incentives, it is assumed in this section that 
victims and injurers are risk neutral.  Further, it is assumed that they are strangers to one 
another, or at least are not in a contractual relationship.  Additionally, it is assumed for 
simplicity that victims and injurers are individuals as opposed to firms (although most of 
what is said carries over to the context of firms; see section 5).  

To begin with, accidents are assumed to be unilateral in nature: only injurers can 
influence risks.  Then bilateral accidents are considered; in these accidents victims as 
well as injurers affect risks.  As noted above, two types of decisions of parties are 
examined: concerning their level of care (or precautions) when engaging in an activity; 
and concerning their level of activity.  First, the choice of care alone will be studied; then 
both care and activity level will be investigated. 

2.1.  Unilateral accidents and levels of care.  Here the assumption is that 
injurers alone can reduce risk by choosing a level of care.  Let x be expenditures on care 
(or the value of effort devoted to it) and p(x) be the probability of an accident that causes 
harm h, where p is declining and convex in x.  Assume that the social objective is to 
minimize total expected costs, x + p(x)h, and let x* denote the optimal x.   

Under strict liability, injurers are required to pay damages equal to h whenever 
an accident occurs, and they bear the cost of care x.  Thus, they minimize x + p(x)h; 
accordingly, they choose x*.  

Under the negligence rule, suppose that the due care level, denoted x, is set equal 
to x*.  Hence, under the rule an injurer who causes harm will be found negligent and have 
to pay h if x < x* but will not be found negligent and will not have to pay anything if x $ 
x*.   It follows that the injurer will choose x*:  Clearly, he will not choose x greater than 
x*, for that will cost him more and he will escape liability for negligence by choosing 
merely x*.  Moreover, he will not choose x < x*, for then he would be liable, implying 
that his expenses would exceed x* + p(x*)h, which is greater than or equal to x*.     

Thus, under both forms of liability, strict liability and the negligence rule, 
injurers are induced to take optimal care.  These fundamental results were first shown by 
Brown (1973).  Several comments may be made about them.   

(a)  The informational requirements imposed on the courts are different under the 
two rules.  Under strict liability, the courts need only to observe the harm h.   In contrast, 
under the negligence rule, the courts need to know more: they must calculate optimal care 
x*, observe actual care x, and also observe harm h.  (However, the informational 
advantage of strict liability is attenuated when strict liability with a defense of 
contributory negligence is considered in the bilateral case below.) 

(b)  The results about optimal care under the two rules (as well as most others in 
section 2) hold more generally than in the simple model considered above.  They are 
valid if x is multidimensional and if x affects the probability distribution of harm (rather 
                                                 

2 Dobbs (2000). 
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than just a single level of harm), as the reader can easily verify by essentially the 
argument given.  Note that if a component of x is not observable by the court, the 
component cannot be included in the due care standard, so that the component would not 
be selected optimally under the negligence rule but would be under strict liability. 

(c)  No actual findings of liability occur under the negligence rule when due care 
is optimal, x = x*, since injurers are induced to take due care; but findings of liability do 
occur under strict liability (presuming that p(x*) > 0).   

2.2.  Bilateral accidents and levels of care.  Assume now that victims also 
choose a level of care y, that the probability of an accident is p(x, y), which is declining in 
both variables, that the social goal is to minimize x + y + p(x, y)h, and that the optimal 
levels of care x* and y* are positive and unique.3

Under strict liability, it is evident that injurers’ incentives are optimal conditional 
on victims’ level of care, but victims choose y = 0; victims have no incentive to take care 
because they are fully compensated for their losses.   

However, the natural version of the strict liability rule to consider in bilateral 
situations is strict liability with a defense of contributory negligence.  Under this rule, a 
due care level y is established by courts for victims, and a victim is said to be 
contributorily negligent if his care level y was less than y.  An injurer is held liable for 
harm only if the victim was not contributorily negligent, that is, only if the victim’s level 
of care was at least his due care level y.  If y is set by the courts to equal y*, then it is a 
(Nash) equilibrium for both injurers and victims to act optimally.  In particular, victims 
will choose y* in order to avoid having to bear their losses, assuming that injurers choose 
x*:  Victims obviously would not choose y > y*.  Also, victims would not choose y < y*, 
for if they did so, they would bear their own losses (they would be contributorily 
negligent), so would minimize y + p(x*, y)h; but for any y < y*, this must exceed y* + 
p(x*, y*)h $ y*.  Conversely, injurers will choose x*, assuming that victims choose y*.  
For then injurers will have to pay for harm, so they will minimize x + p(x, y*).4   

Under the negligence rule, if due care x is set equal to x*, then injurers and  
victims will also act optimally in equilibrium.  Injurers will choose x* to avoid being 
liable, assuming that victims choose y*.  This is true by essentially the argument showing 
that injurers choose x* under the negligence rule in the unilateral case.  Victims will 
choose y*, assuming the injurers choose x*.  This is so because victims will bear their 
losses (since injurers behave nonnegligently), meaning that they will select y to minimize 
y + p(x*, y)h, implying that they will choose y*.  

A variant of the negligence rule is negligence with the defense of contributory 
negligence, according to which a negligent injurer is held liable only if the victim was not 
contributorily negligent.  If due care levels are chosen optimally, x = x* and y = y*, then 

                                                 
3 In some early, less formal literature on accidents, for example, Calabresi (1970), reference is 

made to the notion of the “least-cost avoider,” the party C injurer or victim C who can avoid an accident at 
the lower cost.  The idea of a least-cost avoider relies on the assumption that either party can undertake a 
discrete amount of care that is by itself sufficient to prevent an accident.  Under this assumption, it is 
socially best for only the least cost-avoider to take care. 
 

4 It can also be shown that x* and y* is the unique equilibrium (when y = y*).  Under the other 
rules to be discussed in this section, the equilibria are also unique.   
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injurers and victims will act optimally in equilibrium under this rule.  The explanation is 
similar to that just given for the negligence rule.   

Another version of the negligence rule is the comparative negligence rule.  By 
definition of this rule, if both parties are negligent, they each bear a fraction of the harm, 
the fraction rising the lower their respective levels of care; if only one party is negligent, 
however, that party pays for the entire harm; and if neither is negligent, the victim bears 
his losses.  Again, if x = x* and y = y*, then injurers and victims act optimally in 
equilibrium under this rule.  The explanation is identical to that under the negligence rule 
with the defense of contributory negligence.  That the comparative negligence rule differs 
from the negligence rule when both parties are negligent is a moot aspect of the rule, 
since in equilibrium, the circumstance in which both parties are negligent is irrelevant to 
the calculations of either party.5  

In summary, strict liability with the defense of contributory negligence and all of 
the versions of the negligence rules support optimal levels of care x* and  y* in 
equilibrium, assuming that due care levels are chosen optimally.  These conclusions were 
also established by Brown (1973).6   

It should be noted that courts need to be able to calculate optimal care levels for 
at least one party under any of the rules, and in general this requires knowledge of the 
function p(x, y). 

2.3.  Unilateral accidents, levels of care, and levels of activity.  Now let us 
reconsider unilateral accidents, allowing for injurers to choose their level of activity z, 
which is interpreted as the (continuously variable) number of times they engage in their 
activity.  Let b(z) be the injurer’s benefit from the activity, where b is increasing and 
concave in z.  Assume that x + p(x)h is the cost of care incurred and the expected harm 
generated each time that an injurer engages in his activity, so that z(x + p(x)h) is the total 
cost of care and expected harm given z.7  Suppose that the social object is to maximize 
b(z) ! z(x + p(x)h), and let  x* and z* be optimal values of x and z.  Note that x* 
minimizes x + p(x)h, so x* is as described above in section 2.1.  Thus, z* is determined 
by bN(z) = x* + p(x*)h, which is to say, the marginal benefit from the activity equals the 
marginal social cost, comprising the sum of the cost of optimal care and expected 
accident losses (given optimal care).  

Under strict liability, an injurer will choose both the optimal level of care x* and 
the optimal level of activity z*, as his objective is the same as the social objective, to 
maximize b(z) ! z(x + p(x)h), because damage payments equal h whenever harm occurs. 

Under the negligence rule, an injurer will choose optimal care x* as in section 
2.1, but his level of activity z will be socially excessive.  In particular, because an injurer 

                                                 
5 In versions of the model of accidents in which both injurers and victims might be found 

negligent in equilibrium, the comparative negligence rule obviously leads to different results from other 
versions of the negligence rule.  See Bar-Gill and Ben-Shahar (2003), Edlin (1994), Cooter and Ulen 
(1986), and Rubinfeld (1987). 

  
6 Diamond (1974) proved closely related results shortly afterward.  See also Green (1976), Emons 

(1990), and Emons and Sobel (1991), who focus on the case of heterogeneous injurers and victims.  
 
7 If the cost of care and expected harm do not rise linearly with z, the basic nature of the 

conclusions of this section would not be altered.  
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will be led to escape liability for negligence by taking care of x*, he will choose z to 
maximize b(z) ! zx*, so that z will satisfy bN(z) = x*.  Hence, if p(x*)h is positive, then x* 
< x* + p(x*)h, so that concavity of b implies that z > z*.  The explanation for the 
excessive level of activity is that the injurer’s cost of raising his level of activity is only 
his cost of care x*, which is less than the social cost, as that also includes p(x*)h.  The 
excessive level of activity under the negligence rule will be more important the larger is 
expected harm p(x*)h from the activity.   

The distinction between activity level and care level, and the result that under 
strict liability, both are chosen optimally, whereas under the negligence rule, the level of 
activity is excessive, is first developed in Shavell (1980).  Several comments about the 
conclusions about should be made. 

(a) The failure of the negligence rule to control adequately the level of activity 
arises because negligence is defined here (and for the most part in reality) in terms of care 
x alone.  A possible justification for this restriction in the definition of appropriate 
behavior is the difficulty courts would face in determining the optimal z* and the actual z.   

(b) The problem that the activity level is not properly controlled under the 
negligence rule has an analogue in respect to any component of behavior that would be 
difficult to incorporate directly into the negligence due care standard (either because it 
cannot readibly be observed (consider the frequency with which a driver checks his rear 
view mirror) or because it is not easy to calculate what constitutes the optimal setting of 
the component).  Any such component of behavior will, however, be optimally controlled 
under strict liability.   

2.4.  Bilateral accidents, levels of care, and levels of activity.  Suppose now 
that victims as well as injurers choose levels of care and of activity; let victims’ level of 
activity be denoted t (victims’ level of activity might be how many miles a pedestrian 
walks and exposes himself to risk) and victims’ utility from it be v(t), where v is 
increasing and concave in t.  Suppose that social welfare is b(z) + v(t) ! zx ! ty ! ztp(x, 
y)h, where, note, the assumption continues to be that expected accident losses rise 
linearly with (now victims’ as well as injurers’) level of activity.  In this general situation, 
none of the liability rules that have been considered leads to full optimality.  As just 
explained in section 2.3, the negligence rule leads injurers to engage excessively in their 
activity.  Similarly, strict liability with a defense of contributory negligence leads victims 
to engage excessively in their activity (the number of miles pedestrians walk), as they do 
not bear their losses given that they take due care.  Which form of liability, negligence or 
strict liability (with the defense of contributory negligence), is better will implicitly 
reflect whether it is more important to control victims’ or injurers’ level of activity; if 
injurers’ level of activity is more important to control, strict liability will be superior, 
otherwise the negligence rule will be preferred. 

The reason that full optimality cannot be achieved under either of the major 
types of liability rule is in essence that injurers must bear accident losses to induce them 
to choose the right level of their activity, but this means that victims will not choose the 
optimal level of their activity, and conversely.  Indeed, for essentially this reason, it can 
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be shown that there does not exist any liability rule that induces optimal behavior, x*, y*, 
s*, and t*, assuming that the liability rule is a function only of care levels x and y.8  
3.  Risk-bearing and Insurance 

 Let us now consider the implications of risk aversion and the role of accident 
and liability insurance in relation to accident liability.  For this purpose, it is convenient 
to consider the simple unilateral setting with injurers’ level of care the only aspect of 
behavior at issue; how what is said will carry over to the more general context will be 
clear to the reader.  Let U and V  be the utility functions of injurers and victims 
respectively, assume that injurers and victims are either risk neutral or risk averse, and let 
u and v be their initial levels of wealth.  The development below largely follows Shavell 
(1982a, 1987), which first studied liability, risk-bearing, and insurance.   

 3.1  First-best solution to the accident problem.   The socially ideal solution 
to the accident problem is such that risk-averse parties do not bear risk and that the level 
of care is the optimal one, x*, discussed in section 2.1.   

 In particular, the socially ideal solution to the accident problem can be identified 
with the solution that would be obtained by a dictator who could choose in a Pareto 
optimal way the level of care x and also levels of wealth contingent on the occurrence of 
accidents, subject to a resource constraint.9   Denoting by vn the wealth of a victim if he is 
not involved in an accident, va his wealth if he is, and similarly for un and ua, the dictator 
would maximize  

EV = (1 ! p(x))V(vn) + p(x)V(va)  
subject to 
 EU = (1 ! p(x))U(un) + p(x)U(ua) = k, 
where k is a constant, and subject also to 
 ((1 - p(x))vn + p(x)va) + ((1 - p(x)) un + p(x) ua) + p(x)h + x = u + v. 
The second constraint is the resource constraint in expected value terms.10  Is readily 
shown that when this problem is solved, (a) risk averse parties – be they injurers or 
victims – are left with the same level of wealth, and (b) the level of care is x*, that 
minimizing p(x)h + x.  
  3.2  The accident problem given liability but in the absence of insurance.   
The question addressed here is what the Pareto optimal solution to the accident problem 
is in the presence of strict liability or the negligence rule.  Formally, the problem is to 
maximize EV over the parameter(s) of the liability rule subject to the constraint that 
injurers choose care x to maximize EU under the liability rule, and subject also to the 
constraint that a lump sum ex ante transfer r be such that EU = k.   

                                                 
8 This result is shown in Shavell (1980).  However, fully optimal behavior can readily be induced 

with tools other than liability rules.  For example, if injurers have to pay the state for harm caused and 
victims bear their own losses, both victims and injurers will choose levels of care and of activity optimally. 

 
9  In characterizing Pareto optimal solutions to the accident problem, we are of course 

characterizing social welfare optima.  For were we to maximize any social welfare function depending 
positively on parties’ expected utilities, the optimum would be Pareto optimal.   

 
10  A justification for writing the resource constraint in terms of expected values is that accident 

risks among the population are independent and that the population is large. 
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Under strict liability, the following can be shown.  First, if injurers are risk 
neutral, the (Pareto) optimal magnitude of liability d is the harm h, and the first-best 
solution is achieved.  The main reason is that, as injurers are risk-neutral, their bearing of 
risk does not reduce their expected utility, and victims are protected against risk because, 
by definition of strict liability, they are compensated for harm.  But second, if injurers are 
risk averse, the optimal magnitude of liability d is less than h and the first-best outcome is 
not achieved.  The explanation is that, since injurers are risk-averse, it is desirable to 
lower liability a positive amount from h, since the first-order benefit in terms of reduce 
risk-bearing is positive, whereas the first-order loss from suboptimal incentives is zero or 
negative.  Note that one interpretation of this result is that when injurers are risk-averse, it 
is not desirable to fully “internalize” a stochastic externality. 
  Under the negligence rule, the following is true.  First, if victims are risk-
neutral, the optimal due care standard x equals x* and the first-best solution is achieved.  
This holds because injurers will be lead to choose x* (if d = h) and thus will bear no risk 
(unlike under strict liability), and risk-bearing by victims will not reduce their expected 
utility as they are risk neutral.   Second, if victims are risk-averse, then the optimal x is 
generally unequal to x* and the first-best solution generally is not achieved.  In this case, 
because victims are risk-averse, they bear risk when injurers take due care, implying that 
the first-best solution is not achieved, and also that it may be desirable for risk to be 
further lowered by raising x above x*.   
  Note that consideration of risk-bearing alters the comparison of strict liability 
and negligence.  Strict liability becomes more appealing when injurers are less risk averse 
than victims, since strict liability imposes risk on injurers.  The negligence rule becomes 
more appealing when injurers are more risk-averse than victims, since the negligence rule 
imposes risk on victims. 
  3.3  The accident problem given liability in the presence of insurance.   Now 
assume that victims can purchase insurance against accident losses that they might bear, 
and that injurers can purchase liability insurance against liability judgments that they be 
imposed on them.  Assume also that the insurance policies are optimal for insureds in the 
usual sense that the policies are designed to maximize the expected utility of insureds, 
given the constraint that the insurance premium is actuarially fair (equal to expected 
coverage).   Two assumptions about the information of insurers will be considered: that 
insurers can observe care x and thus make premiums depend on x; and that insurers 
cannot observe care (so that a situation of moral hazard exists). 
  In this case, then, the formal problem of finding the Pareto optimal liability rule 
is to maximize EV over the parameter(s) of the liability rule subject to the two constraints 
given in section 3.2 and subject also to the constraints that injurers and victims purchase 
insurance policies that maximize their expected utility given that premiums are fair. 
  Under strict liability, the following can be shown.  The magnitude d of liability 
equals the harm h, and the first-best solution to the accident problem will be achieved 
unless injurers are risk-averse and liability insurers cannot observe care.  Whether or not 
the first-best solution is achieved, it is not socially desirable for the government to 
interfere in the insurance market. 
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  The foregoing is clearly true if injurers are risk-neutral, so let us consider the 
case where injurers are risk-averse.  Then if liability insurers can observe care, it is 
straightforward that the first-best outcome will be achieved.  The reason is that injurers 
will purchase full liability insurance coverage, will pay a premium of p(x)h, will choose 
care x to minimize the cost of care plus the insurance cost, namely, to minimize x + p(x)h, 
and hence will choose x*.   Since injurers do not bear risk (because coverage is full), 
victims do not bear risk, and care is optimal, the first-best outcome is achieved.  The 
other case is that in which liability insurers cannot observe care, so that moral hazard 
exists.  In this case, as a general matter, injurers will find it optimal (due to moral hazard) 
to purchase partial liability insurance coverage of c < h, so injurers will bear risk of h ! c.  
Hence, they will have a positive incentive to take care, even though they own liability 
insurance.  The first-best outcome will not be achieved because care will generally be 
different from x* and because risk-averse injurers bear risk (of h ! c).  However, it can be 
shown that the outcome that results when damages d = h and individuals purchase their 
privately-optimal liability insurance is second-best (equivalent to what a dictator could 
achieve if he was not able to directly control care but could control levels of wealth 
contingent on the occurrence of accidents).  Hence, it can be demonstrated that 
government intervention in the liability insurance market is not desirable.  This 
conclusion, about the undesirability of government intervention, is not transparent.11

  Under the negligence rule, if due care x is set equal to x*, the first-best solution 
is achieved.  The explanation is, essentially, that injurers will be led to take due care and 
will not want to purchase liability insurance because they will not bear the risk of liability 
(it can be shown that they would not want to fail to take due care and buy liability 
insurance).12  Further, since injurers take due care and are not held liable, victims are 
induced to purchase accident insurance so will not bear risk themselves. 

                                                 
11 However, partial intuition for the conclusion may be helpful to provide.  Suppose that  it is 

assumed (rather than proved to be optimal) that the magnitude of liability is h.  Then it must be welfare 
enhancing to allow injurers to purchase whatever liability insurance policy they please, for doing so must 
raise their expected utility, and this cannot affect the expected utility of victims since they are fully 
compensated for harm, given that liability is strict and that d = h.  
 

12 The conclusion that injurers do not purchase insurance under the negligence rule does not hold if 
courts might err in the negligence determination or if other uncertainties lead to the risk that injurers would 
be found liable.  For a model of liability and insurance that considers this possibility, see Sarath (1991). 
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  Three points may be made in summary of the foregoing discussion.  First, the 
presence of liability insurance affects incentives of injurers in a manner that depends on 
whether insurers can observe their level of care; liability insurance translates and 
modifies, but does not eliminate, injurers’ incentives to take care under the threat of 
liability.  Second, there is no basis for government intervention in liability insurance 
markets despite the moral hazard that liability insurance creates when insurers cannot 
observe care.  This point is not only of intellectual note.  Historically, the sale of liability 
insurance was viewed with skepticism and delayed in some countries, on the ground that 
it might interfere with incentives; in the former Soviet Union, liability insurance was 
proscribed; and today liability insurance is disallowed in this country in some domains.13  
Third, the presence of liability and accident insurance means that the risk-bearing reasons 
favoring either strict liability or the negligence rule, given above in section 3.2, are 
essentially mooted; if injurers are risk-averse, they can purchase liability insurance 
coverage under strict liability, and if victims are risk averse, they can purchase accident 
insurance coverage under the negligence rule.  
4.  Administrative Costs 

 The administrative costs of the liability system are the legal expenses and the 
time and effort of litigants and of the state that are generated by the bringing and the 
resolution of suits.  These costs are substantial; a number of estimates suggest that on 
average, administrative costs of a dollar or more are incurred for every dollar that a 
victim receives through the liability system.14   

 The factor of administrative costs raises the issue of whether the use of the 
liability system is worthwhile, that is, about the socially desirable volume of suits.  The 
presence of administrative costs also leads us to reexamine optimal risk-reducing 
behavior and to inquire about the comparison between strict liability and negligence.  In 
addressing these questions, it will be convenient to assume that parties are risk neutral 
and to consider the unilateral model of accidents with injurers’ care being the only 
variable.  The social goal will be taken to be minimization of social costs, comprised of 
the costs of care, expected harm, and now also expected litigation costs.   

 4.1  Volume of suit.  In order to relate the private incentive to sue to what is 
socially desirable – and to show that they fundamentally diverge – it will be useful to 
examine in this section a discrete version of the unilateral model, where there is just a 
single positive level of care.  (This allows us to isolate the issue of the volume of suit 
from the issue of the level of care, since care is not continuously variable.)  Let x be the 
single level of care that injurers can exercise, p the probability of harm h if care is not 
taken, and pN <  p the probability of harm if care is taken.  If x < (p ! pN)h, let us say that 
care is “efficient” since it lowers social costs, other things being equal.  Further, let cV   be 
the cost of suit for a victim, cI  the cost of suit for an injurer, cP  the cost born by the 
public, and suppose that liability is strict. 

                                                 
13 On the historical resistance to the sale of liability insurance, see Tunc (1974, pp. 50-52).   In this 

country today, liability insurance coverage is barred against punitive damages in some jurisdictions and 
also agai st certain types of fines; see Jerry (1996, pp. 471-477). n  

14 See Danzon (1985, p. 187), Kakalik and Pace (1986, p. vii), and Tillinghast-Towers Perrin (2000, p. 
12).  
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 When is suit socially desirable?   In a general sense, the answer is: when the 
benefit of suit, in terms of inducing the exercise of care and reducing expected harm, 
exceeds expected litigation costs.  To amplify, if suit does not induce care to be taken, 
then plainly suit cannot be socially desirable: for if suit is not brought, social costs will be 
ph, whereas if suit is brought, social costs will be p(h +  cV  +  cI  +  cP), which is higher 
due to litigation costs.  Suppose now that suit does induce care to be taken.  Then if suit is 
brought, social costs will be pN(h +  cV  +  cI  +  cP) + x.  Hence, suit is socially 
worthwhile if and only if pN(h +  cV  +  cI  +  cP ) + x < ph, or equivalently, if and only if 
the following key social condition holds: 
                                     pN(cV  +  cI  +  cP) <  (p ! pN)h ! x.   
This is exactly the condition that expected litigation costs are less than the net deterrence 
benefits of suit. 

 It is readily seen that suit may be brought by private parties even though that is 
socially undesirable.  Suit will be brought by a victim of harm whenever cV  <  h.  This 
can be true even though suit is not desirable.  For example, suit might not affect care at 
all – might not induce x – yet still be brought by victims since cV  <  h; in this case, suit 
would be a pure waste, as the expected litigation costs of p(cV + cI + cP) would 
accomplish nothing.  Even if suit induces care, the key social condition of the last 
paragraph for suit to be desirable might not hold when cV  <  h.  An aspect of this 
problem, note, is that in contemplating suit, the victim takes no account of the possibility 
that suit may fail to induce care or that that the exercise of care may have little social 
value.  

 It is also evident that suit may not be brought even though it would be socially 
desirable that it be brought.  This would be so if the bringing of suit would induce care 
and thereby produce a valuable deterrent; in other words the key social condition may 
hold even though cV  > h.  An example is this: h is 100, cV  is 200, other litigation costs are 
0, x is 1, p is 1, and pN is .01.  Here suit is not brought, since 200 exceeds 100, so social 
costs are 100 (for p is 1).  But were suit brought care of 1 would be exercised, the 
probability of harm would drop to .01, so expected social costs would be .01(100 + 200) 
+ 1 = 4, which is far lower.  The problem here is in part that when the victim considers 
suit, the fact that his willingness to sue would create very beneficial deterrence is of no 
moment to him. 

 Several remarks about the foregoing are worth making, helping to explain why 
the actual incentive to sue may be different from what is socially best.  First, from the 
purely formal perspective, the private condition determining suit, whether cV  < h holds, is 
facially quite different from the key social condition, pN(cV  +  cI  +  cP) <  (p ! pN)h ! x.  
Second, there are two intuitively understandable social/private divergences at work.  One 
is that the victim does not take into account the point that bringing suit causes a negative 
externality in the form of litigation costs on the injurer and society, namely cI  +  cP.  The 
other is that, as mentioned, the victim does not take into account a positive externality 
due to suit, the creation of incentives to take care and to lower risks (for the victim sues 
only after an accident occurs).  These two private/social divergences, working in opposite 
directions, make understandable how it is that there can be either too much or too little 
suit. 
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 The private/social divergence may be of substantial importance in fact.  For 
example, the financial reasons to sue for losses sustained in an automobile accident are 
often high and result in a tremendous amount of litigation and attendant expense – about 
half of all tort litigation in the United States concerns automobile accidents.  Yet the 
incentive to drive safely may be relatively little affected by the prospect of suit (because 
incentives to drive safely, such as they are, have mainly to do with fear of injury from an 
accident or fear of criminal liability).  If so, the large volume of automobile-accident 
litigation may largely constitute a social waste (my point is not so much that it is a social 
waste as it is that it could be; that the litigation is observed does not signal its social 
utility).15  

 The private/social divergence could be remedied by, for example, the state 
barring suit where it is undesirable but would be brought, or by the state subsidizing suit 
where it would be desirable but not be brought.   For the state to do this, however, 
requires that it determine, among other things, the incentive that suit generates, in other 
words, that the key social condition must be ascertained.  This imposes a high 
informational burden on the state.  There is no easy fix, no simple remedy (such as 
making the victim pay the full litigation costs of suit) that will result in the socially 
desirable level of suit or necessarily to an improvement.  

 The points made here about the private versus the social incentive to use the 
legal system are first made in Shavell (1982). 

 4.2 Level of care and volume of suit.   Now let us return to the setting with 
care continuously variable, so that we can consider not only the issue of the volume of 
suit but also that of variation in the level of care.  As will be seen, the level of care should 
be higher than the otherwise socially best level x*, due to litigation costs.  The reason is 
essentially that the occurrence of an accident creates greater social costs than just the 
harm h itself, as the social costs equal the harm plus litigation costs.16

 To amplify, consider the following second-best problem: a dictator with the goal 
of minimizing total social costs can order victims when to sue and how much liable 
injurers should pay, but the dictator cannot directly control the level of care x.  The 
solution to this second-best problem is a natural standard of comparison for the 
functioning of the liability system.  It can be shown that the second-best solution has the 
following character.  If suit is brought, injurers pay h +  c, where c = cV + cI + cP, so 
injurers should bear the harm plus total litigation costs.  The explanation for this result is 
that, if suit is brought, then the occurrence of harm creates social costs of h + c, so that 
the injurer should be given an incentive to take care reflecting this amount.  Additionally, 
under the second-best solution, suits are brought if and only if the following key social 
condition is satisfied: 
   p(x*(h + c))c #  [p(0) – p(x*(h + c))]h –  x*(h + c),   
where x*(h + c) is the x that minimizes x + p(x)(h + c), that is, the optimal level of care 
when accident losses are h + c.  The left side of this condition is expected litigation costs 
and the right side is the reduction in expected harm net of the cost of care induced by suit.  

                                                 
15 For empirical study of the effect of liability on automobile accidents, see Cummins et al. (2001), 

Dewees et al. (1996), E. Landes (1982), and Sloan (1998). 
 
16 This section follows Shavell (1998). 
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  Under strict liability, with damages d = h, suit is brought when cV  < h.  For 
reasons that are essentially those given in section 4.1, it is possible that suit is brought 
when the key social condition does not hold and suit is undesirable; and it is also possible 
that suit is not brought when the key social condition does hold and suit is desirable.   If 
suit is brought, the level of care that will be taken is x*(h + cI), since the injurer bears his 
own litigation costs; this level of care is less than the second-best optimum level of care 
of x*(h + c).  In summary, suit might be excessive or inadequate; and when suit is 
brought, the level of care is too low. 
  The second-best outcome can be achieved, however, assuming that the state can 
determine whether the key social condition holds.  For suit can be barred if that is optimal 
and subsidized if need be.  Further, if suit is optimal and is brought, the correct level of 
care can be induced by raising damages by making the injurer pay h +  cV  + cP; since he 
naturally bears his own litigation costs, this level of damages means that the injurer’s 
total expenses are h +  c so that his level of care will be second-best optimal.  
  4.3  Comments.  (a) The basic points made above about the social versus 
private incentive to make use of the liability system, given that it is costly to employ, are 
robust.  Whatever the specific nature of the model, it will tend to be true that a party 
contemplating making an expenditure will not take into personal account the negative 
externality that his expenditure will engender, in the form of expenditures by the other 
side of litigation and by the state; also, the party will not take into account the incentive 
effects of his expenditure on the behavior of others.  As suggested in section 4.1, the 
possibility of a divergence seems to be of substantial policy interest because of the 
magnitude of administrative costs. 
  (b) Also, the point that the level of care (as distinguished from the volume of 
suit) should reflect the fact that when harm occurs and suit is brought, the social 
consequences are not limited to theharm but  include litigation costs is general, and it 
yields a relatively easily applied policy prescription, that injurers total payments should 
reflect total litigation costs.  Such payments need not be in the form of damages; they 
could be in the form of fines on top of damages.17

  (c) The difference between the private and the social motive to sue is, as noted, 
initially developed in Shavell (1982b), and is extended in various ways in Menell (1983), 
Kaplow (1986), and Rose-Ackerman and Geistfeld (1987).   Also, Polinsky and 
Rubinfeld (1988) consider the incentive to bring suit and injurers’ level of care, 
presuming that the only policy instrument is the magnitude of damages.  Under this 
assumption, the state is not able to induce both the optimal volume of suit and the optimal 
level of care, and as a consequence, the optimal level of damages does not equal harm 
plus others’ litigation costs and may even be less than harm (if it is desirable to 
discourage suit and suit cannot be barred or taxed, damages need to be lowered).  
Polinsky and Che (1991), Hylton (1990), and Shavell (1999), however, allow for the 
level of suit to be controlled separately from injurers’ level of care.  For further 
discussion of litigation and private versus social incentives, see Spier (2006). 

                                                 
17  An advantage of having litigation costs paid as fines is that then victims would not have an 

incentive to spend too much on litigation. 
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  4.4  Strict liability and negligence.  Administrative costs enter into the 
comparison of strict liability and negligence as forms of liability.  However, there does 
not seem to be a clear a priori difference in litigation costs under the two.  Strict liability 
would be expected to result in a higher volume of cases than the negligence rule, for 
cases will be brought under strict liability whenever cV  < h, whereas cases will often not 
be brought under the negligence rule when cV  < h since the injurer will often be known 
not to have acted negligently.18  Although this factor of the volume of cases implies that 
strict liability is more expensive than the negligence rule, the litigation cost per case 
disputed is likely to be higher under the negligence rule, since negligence has to be 
determined, and since settlement of cases is less likely than under strict liability.   Hence, 
either strict liability or the negligence rule could turn out to be the more costly on 
grounds of administrative costs, depending on the relative importance of the volume of 
cases (making strict liability more expensive) and the litigation cost per case (making the 
negligence rule more expensive). 
  Another issue bearing on strict liability versus the negligence rule concerns 
private and social incentives to bring suit.  There is some basis for thinking that the 
problem of socially excessive suit discussed above is less likely under the negligence rule 
than under strict liability.  To understand why, observe that if the negligence rule 
functions perfectly, it will be socially advantageous for suit to be subsidized so that it 
would be free to bring: for injurers will then decide to act nonnegligently, no suits will in 
fact be brought, and no litigation costs will be incurred.  However, if as is realistic one 
assumes that courts may err in the negligence determination and/or that victims may not 
be able to tell whether injurers are nonnegligent, suits will sometimes be brought under 
the negligence rule.  In consequence, the general qualitative results reached under strict 
liability will apply under the negligence rule as well, although the likelihood of excessive 
litigation would seem to be lower. 
Part B: Extensions 
  5.  Liability of Firms 

 Let us reconsider the theory of liability under the assumption that injurers are 
firms.  This will require us to take into account the relationship between liability and 
market price, and also the level of production.  Two cases will be distinguished: where 
accident victims are strangers to firms, such as where a person’s car is damaged by a 
firm’s truck; and where accident victims are the consumers of firms (and are injured 
because of their purchase of a product or service), such as where a person’s water heater 
ruptures and damages his property.  Where accident victims are consumers, firms may be 
concerned about the risks generated by their products because consumers will pay less for 
risky products to the degree that they perceive risk; hence the need for liability as an 
incentive tends to be reduced.   

                                                 
18 Farber and White (1991) provide evidence that many medical malpractice cases are dropped when 

plaintiffs learn that the defendant probably was not negligent.  Relatedly, Ordover (1978) examines a model in 
which victims’ decision whether to sue under the negligence rule depends on their beliefs about the negligence of 
defendants.  
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  Firms will be presumed to be identical, to maximize profits, and to operate in a 
perfectly competitive environment, so that product price will equal unit cost of 
production, including expected liability costs.  Firms and victims will be assumed to be 
risk neutral, accidents to be unilateral (only firms’ behavior affects risk), and the liability 
system to operate without administrative cost.  The measure of social welfare is 
analogous to that considered in section 2 with activity levels: the utility consumers derive 
from products (such as from water heaters) and, where relevant, the utility that strangers 
obtain from their activities (such as from driving), minus expected harm, the costs of 
care, and direct costs of production.  The development below follows the lines of Shavell 
(1987). 
  5.1  Victims are strangers.  Let c be the direct production cost per unit of a 
firm’s product, x the cost of care per unit of the product, s the quantity of the product 
produced and consumed, and u(s) the utility consumers obtain from the product.  Then 
social welfare is u(s) – s[c + x + p(x)h], where the term in brackets is the production cost, 
cost of care, and expected harm suffered by strangers per unit.  It is clear that optimal 
care x*  is, as earlier, the x minimizing x + p(x)h.  Hence, the optimal quantity of the 
product s* is determined by uN(s) =  c + x* + p(x*)h, which has the familiar interpretation 
that marginal utility must equal the production cost of a unit, here including cost of care 
and expected harm. 
  Under strict liability the level of care and also the quantity produced will be 
socially optimal.  Firms will choose x*, in order to minimize unit production cost.  
Hence, unit production cost and price will equal c + x* + p(x*)h, implying that uN(s) = c 
+ x* + p(x*)h, so that s will equal s*.  The quantity produced will be optimal because the 
price will reflect the expected harm caused by the product. 
  Under the negligence rule, if due care x equals x*, then by the logic of section 
2.1, firms will choose x*, so that unit costs and product price will be c + x*.  Hence, the 
quantity sold will be determined by uN(s) = c + x*, implying that the quantity under the 
negligence rule is socially excessive, since c + x* < c + x* + p(x*)h.  The reason is that 
the price does not reflect expected harm under the negligence rule.  The problem with the 
negligence rule is analogous to that discussed in section 2.3; here the analog to the 
activity level is the quantity produced of the good. 
  Thus, the way that the liability rules function is similar to how they function 
when injurers are individuals; the effect of liability on firms’ care is the same as on 
individual injurers’ care, and the effect of liability on purchases via prices is analagous to 
its effect on individuals’ choice of activity levels.   The point that strict liability, but not 
the negligence rule, results in prices that induce optimal production is made in Polinsky 
(1980b) and Shavell (1980). 
  5.2  Victims are consumers.   Define the full price of the product as the market 
price plus the perceived expected accident losses that would be borne by a consumer.  
Consumers will choose their purchases s to maximize their utility u(s) given the full 
price. 
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  Suppose first that consumers can observe the risk p(x) associated with a firm’s 
product.  Then the outcome will always be optimal.  In the absence of liability, firms that 
choose x will charge c + x, and consumers will view the full price as c + x + p(x)h.  Since 
consumers will buy from firms with the lowest full price, firms will be led to choose x*  
to minimize the full price.   Since the full price will be c + x* + p(x*)h, consumers will 
choose s to maximize u(s) – s[c + x* + p(x*)h], so they will choose s*.   Under the 
negligence rule with due care of x*, firms will choose x* and charge c + x*, the full price 
will again be c + x* + p(x*)h, so consumers will choose s*.  Under strict liability, firms 
will choose x* to minimize the market price, which will be c + x* +  p(x*)h; this will 
also be the full price (since consumers do not bear any losses), and consumers will 
choose s*.  That the presence of liability does not matter is due to the assumption that 
consumer information is perfect, meaning that market incentives result in proper care and 
consumer knowledge of the full price leads to correct purchases. 
  Suppose next that consumers cannot observe p(x) for an individual firm but do 
know p(x) on average.  In the absence of liability, a firm would not choose positive x, for 
it could not charge a higher price for so doing.  Hence, x = 0 in equilibrium, and since 
consumers know the risk to be p(0) (as they know the average risk), the full price is c + 
p(0)h, and s satisfies uN(s) =  c + p(0)h.  Thus, care is too low and s is unequal to s*, but s 
is optimal given p(0).  Under the negligence rule and under strict liability, firms act as 
they do in the previous case, so that x* and s* are chosen.  In this case, then, the presence 
of liability matters, since care will not be taken without liability.  Even the negligence 
rule results in the correct level of purchases s* since consumers know the risk p(x*) in 
equilibrium. 
  Suppose now that consumers misperceive average risk, say they believe the risk 
is "p(x) where " is unequal to 1.  To illustrate the difference this makes from the previous 
situation, suppose " < 1, so consumers underestimate the average risk (the case of " > 1 
is analogous).  Then in the absence of liability, firms again choose x = 0, and individuals 
choose s to minimize the full price of  c + " p(0)h, so they choose s that is too high given 
the risk of p(0).  Under the negligence rule with due care of x*, firms choose x* and the 
full price is c + x* + "p(x*)h, so that s is too high.  Under strict liability, however, since 
firms choose x* and the market price of c + x* +  p(x*)h is the full price, s* is chosen.  In 
other words, when consumers misperceive average risks, liability is needed to induce 
firms to take optimal care, and strict liability rather than the negligence rule is needed to 
induce consumers to purchase the correct quantity. 
  To summarize, when consumer information about product risk is perfect at the 
level of the individual firm, liability is not needed to induce optimal care nor to provide 
consumers with the right price on which to base purchases, since they take expected harm 
into account in deciding on purchases.  When, however, consumer informaiton is not 
perfect, liability is generally needed to achieve optimality, and the nature of the 
imperfection of information influences how, exactly, and the degree to which, liability 
improves outcomes. 
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  Last, let us comment on warranties, which is to say, the effective choice of 
liability rules by consumers.  Consumers will choose the form of warranty that results in 
the lowest full price.  It follows that if consumers correctly perceive average risk, they 
will purchase warranties imposing either negligence or strict liability on firms, and the 
outcome will be optimal.  If consumers misperceive risks, however, warranty choice may 
not lead to the optimal outcome.  To illustrate, suppose that consumers underestimate 
average risk.  Then consumers will tend not to want a warranty giving strict liability, for 
this would lead to a market price that appears expensive to them (in the extreme case 
where consumers believe the risk to be zero, the warranty would raise the price but 
appear to have no value to consumers).  As a consequence, consumers might elect a 
negligence rule form of waranty, or none at all; thus, the outcome, would not be optimal; 
notably, purchases would be excessive.   Therefore, misperception of risk may lead to 
problems with choice of warranties. 
  Literature on firms’ liability to consumers, so-called product liability, includes 
early papers by Oi (1973) and Hamada (1976), assuming that consumers have perfect 
information about risk.  Articles that study imperfect information about product risk 
and/or liability include Goldberg (1974), Schwartz and Wilde (1979), and Shavell (1980).  
Key articles on the theory of warranties are Grossman (1981) and Spence (1977); see also 
Priest (1981) for an important informal treatment of warranties emphasizing consumer 
behavior.  
6.  Aspects of the Negligence Determination 
  In this section, I extend the simple model of the negligence determination in 
several ways.  In doing this, I consider the unilateral model of accidents, but what is said 
about injurers will carry over to victims in regard to the determination of contributory 
negligence. 
  6.1  Differences among injurers.   One issue that bears on the negligence 
determination concerns differences among injurers that lead to differences in the optimal 
level of care.   In particular, suppose that injurers vary in their cost of exercising care 
(were the difference to concern some other factor, such as the likelihood of causing harm, 
the conclusions would be similar).  Let kx be the cost of exercising care of x for an injurer 
of type k, where k is distributed on an interval [0, K].  The optimal level of care for an 
injurer of type k is the x that minimizes kx + p(x)h; denote this by x*(k), which is 
increasing in k.   
  If courts can determine an injurer’s type, they can set the due care standard for 
each type optimally and induce all to act optimally; that is if x(k) = x*(k), then each type 
of injurer will take due care and act optimally.  However, if courts cannot observe k, and 
must set a single due care standard x in [x*(0), x*(K)], then it can be shown that the 
optimal level of this uniform due care standard is greater than or equal to x*(E(k)), the 
optimal level of care for the person with the mean cost parameter.   (The optimal level of 
care for this mean person is sometimes referred to as the standard of due care for the 
“reasonable” man.) 
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  Now make the additional assumption that injurers have a choice whether or not 
to engage in their activity, and if they so do they obtain a benefit of u (there is only one 
level of activity, for simplicity).   Then it is socially beneficial for an injurer of type k to 
engage in the activity if and only if u > kx*(k) + p(x*(k))h.   However, we know from 
above (see section 2.3) that, under the negligence rule, injurers may decide to engage in 
the activity even though doing so is socially undesirable; the problem is that injurers can 
avoid having to pay for the activity by taking due care.  This problem is most serious in 
regard to injurers with high k – for whom it is very expensive to take care or who are 
awkward or inept; for them kx*(k) + p(x*(k))h will be high – perhaps greatly exceeding u 
– since x*(k) will be low.   This has an implication for the setting of due care.  Even if the 
courts can observe injurers’ type k, the optimal level of due care may not be x*(k) for all 
k; rather optimal due care may be x > x*(k) for all k above some threshold kN.   By setting 
such a due care standard, engaging in the activity may become too expensive to be 
worthwhile for high k types, thus implicitly combating the problem of excessive 
engagement in the activity for these most dangerous types.  For similar reasons, in the 
case where k cannot be observed, the optimal single level of due care will tend to be 
higher than in the last paragraph.19   
  6.2  Imperfect assessment of care by courts.   Another issue that bears on the 
determination of negligence is that courts may make mistakes in assessing the care 
exercised by injurers.  Let e be the error in the level of care, so that x + e is the level of 
care observed by a court.  Thus, if x is the due care standard, negligence will be found 
when x + e < x, which is to say, when e < x – x.  Accordingly, even if x = x, negligence 
might be found in the event of an accident, for if e < 0 negligence would be found.    
  An injurer subject to the negligence rule will choose x to minimize x + Prob[x + 
e < x]p(x)h, where Prob denotes probability.  It can be shown that if the due care level x 
would be met in the absence of error, then in the presence of error injurers will choose x 
> x, provided that the distribution of e is sufficiently concentrated.  In particular, care will 
be excessive under this condition if due care x is set at the optimal level x*.   Also, 
negligence will sometimes be found in general.  The intuition behind this result that care 
tends to be excessive due to error in its determination is that the injurer can guard against 
being found negligent by taking excessive care; for taking more than due care means that 
even if actual care is underestimated, he might still escape liability, and taking more than 
due care may well cost less than the reduction in expected liability that it brings about.   
The analysis of error in observing care is first examined in Diamond (1974) and the point 
about excessive care is emphasized in Craswell and Calfee (1986).20

                                                 
19 On differences among individuals and the negligence determination, see Diamond (1974) and 

Shavell (1987, pp. 86-91). 
 
20 The analysis is further developed in Shavell (1987, pp. 93-99). 
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  6.3  Imperfect ability to control care by injurers.   An additional issue that 
affects the finding of negligence is that individuals may not be able to control perfectly 
what might be called their momentary level of care, such as a driver’s behavior at a 
particular instant.  A driver might be unable to control his or her behavior at a particular 
instant due to a sneeze (causing the driver to swerve) or to an inadvertent lapse in 
attention.  In contrast, what an injurer is able to control is his general habit of attention, 
his mental attitude (which might be reflected, for instance, by the frequency with which a 
driver looks at his rear view mirror, how frequently he switches lanes, and the like).  But 
a court would usually find it difficult to observe this mental attitude, as opposed to the 
momentary level of care.  We might formalize these observations by assuming that an 
individual chooses x, his general level of attention, whereas his momentary level of care 
is x + e where e is a random term, and where it is x + e that the court observes.  Hence, 
the injurer will be found negligent in the event of an accident if x + e < x, and the 
analysis of his behavior will be similar to that in the last section, with the conclusion 
being that care will tend to be excessive if x = x*, and that negligence will sometimes be 
found.21    
  6.4  Errors in the calculation of due care.   A further issue concerns whether 
courts may make mistakes in ascertaining the optimal due care standard.  If courts’ 
information about the function p(x) or about the cost of care is imperfect, then their 
calculation of x* will tend to be incorrect.   
  One possibility is that injurers do not know in advance how the courts will err in 
determining x* and thus in determining due care x.   In this case, injurers will tend to take 
excessive care in order to escape liability due to mistake, and negligence will sometimes 
be found, for reasons closely associated with those discussed in the last two sections. 
  The other possibility is that injurers anticipate what the (mistaken) due care 
standard will be.  Under this assumption, if due care is too low, x < x*, injurers will take 
care of x and will not be found negligent.   If due care is too high, x > x*, injurers will 
take care of x and will not be found negligent, provided that x does not exceed x* by too 
much.  If x is sufficiently high, however, injurers will decide to be negligent and will 
choose x*.22   
7.  Causation 

 A fundamental principle of liability law is that a party cannot be held liable 
unless he was the cause of losses.  For example, if a surgeon negligently performed a 
procedure and his patient died on the operating table, but the patient would have died 
even if the surgeon had properly carried out the procedure, the surgeon would not be held 
liable.  Or if a firm pollutes a stream with a carcinogenic agent and a person living nearby 
develops cancer, but the cancer is shown to be due to another carcinogenic factor, the 
firm will not be held liable. 

                                                 
21 On the momentary level of care, see Diamond (1974) and Shavell (1987, pp. 96-97).  See also 

Grady (1983).   
 

22 See Shavell (1987, pp. 97-98).   
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 The idea of causation of harm can be expressed as follows.  Let s denote a state 
of the world in the universe of possible states.  Let h(s, x) be the harm that occurs in state 
s if action x (which could be a level of care) is taken.  Then, given a state s, taking action 
x may be said to be a cause of losses of h relative to some other reference or comparison 
action xo if h(s, x) ! h(s, xo) = h.  Often, when it is said that an injurer is a cause of losses, 
the comparison action is not mentioned but it will be implicit from the context. 

 Let us now consider the effect of the causation requirement -- that liability is 
imposed only if the injurer was the cause of harm -- on incentives under liability rules.   
On this issue, see originally Calabresi (1975) and Shavell (1980a).23

 7.1 Strict liability.   Under strict liability, it is readily shown that if injurers are 
held liable for the harm that their activity causes, but not for other harm, then their 
incentives to take care and to engage in harmful activities will be optimal.  Here, by harm 
that their activity causes is meant harm that is caused by their engaging in their activity 
relative to their not engaging in their activity. 

 If injurers are held liable for less than the harm they cause, or for more than that 
harm, their incentives will generally be suboptimal.  Notably, if they were held liable for 
harm that they do not cause – if firms are held liable for cancer that their pollution does 
not cause – then they might be led to take excessive care24 or be undesirably discouraged 
from engaging in their activity. 
  7.2  Negligence rule.   Under the negligence rule, it can be shown that injurers 
will be led to take due care, assuming that due care equals optimal care, if they are held 
liable only if they caused harm and pay damages equal to harm.  Here two possible 
definitions of harm are natural to consider.  One is harm relative to the harm that would 
have occurred had the injurer not engaged in his activity (for example, not driven a car).  
The other possible definition is harm relative to the harm that would have occurred had 
the injurer taken due care; in other words, harm would be measured by h(s, x) ! h(s, x).  I 
have employed the first definition in the present chapter and will continue to do so 
below.25   
  If injurers were held liable more often than when they caused harm, this would 
not lead to their taking excessive care; it would only augment their already sufficient 
incentive to take due care.  Thus, unlike under strict liability, there is not an affirmative 
reason to restrict liability to accidents caused by injurers under the negligence rule in the 
simple unilateral model of accidents. 
  Nevertheless, there exist advantages of restricting liability on the basis of 
causation under variations of the basic unilateral model.  Specifically, in the presence of 
                                                 

23 See also W.M. Landes and Posner (1987, pp. 228-255) and  Shavell (1987, pp. 118-123).     
24 To illustrate why an injurer might take excessive care, imagine that a firm would be made to pay 

for cancers that its pollution did not cause if it discharges some pollution, but not otherwise.  Then the firm 
would have an excessive incentive to reduce pollution to zero (perhaps by installing a socially undesirably 
expensive pollution control device).    

 

25 The main reason that I adopt the first definition of harm is that courts frequently have 
insufficient information about h(s, x) to calculate h(s, x) ! h(s, x).  Were the second definition of harm 
employed, it can be shown that injurers would still be induced to take care of x* if x = x*.  The main 
differences that the second definition of harm would make to the analysis flow from the implication that 
expected liability would be continuous in x at x rather than discontinuous.   Kahan (1989) and Grady (1983) 
focus on the implications of the second definition of harm. 
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uncertainty about the negligence determination, relaxation of the causation requirement 
might exacerbate the tendency to take excessive care (this tendency exists under the 
assumption that damages are measured according to the first definition of harm).  Further, 
relaxation of the causation requirement would tend to increase the volume of litigation 
and thus administrative costs. 

 7.3  Uncertainty over causation.26   In many situations there is uncertainty 
about causation.  For example, it may not be known which manufacturer out of many 
sold the product that resulted in injury, or whether harm was due to the defendant firm’s 
pollution or to background factors.  The traditional approach of the law is to employ a 
50% probability threshold: to hold a defendant liable if and only if the probability that the 
defendant was the cause of losses exceeds 50%.  More generally, the courts could employ 
a probability threshold t different from 50%.  

  The probability threshold approach may lead to suboptimal behavior.  On one 
hand, if an injurer knows that the probability that he was the cause of losses will be less 
than 50% (or whatever is t), he will never be held liable so will have no motive to reduce 
risk.  On the other hand, if he anticipates that the probability that he was the cause of 
losses will exceed 50%, he will always be held liable, and his incentives will also be 
suboptimal, at least under strict liability.  For under strict liability, his excessive liability 
implies that he will have too low an incentive to engage in the activity.  Under the 
negligence rule, however, his being held liable even when he was not the cause of losses 
will only increase his incentive to take due care, so should not result in excessive care, 
assuming that the negligence determination occurs without error. 

 As an alternative to the probability threshold criterion, the legal system has 
sometimes adopted the proportional liability approach, that is, of imposing liability in 
proportion to the likelihood of causation.  Under this approach, an injurer whose 
likelihood of being the cause of harm was q would pay damages of qh in a case for which 
the harm was h.  (The proportional approach is often called market-share liability, since 
in a context in which different firms cause accidents and it is hard to identify which firm 
caused a particular harm, the likelihood of causation may be approximated by a firm’s 
market share.)  The proportional liability approach may lead to the same incentives to 
reduce risk that exist in the absence of uncertainty over causation.  In particular, suppose 
that p(x) is the probability that an injurer would cause an accident, and that c is the 
probability of an accident due to other causes (assume these are mutually exclusive 
events for simplicity).  Then, the probability of harm is c + p(x) and the probability q that 
harm was due to the injurer, as calculated by the court, will be q =  p(x)/(c + p(x)).  (Note 
that the court must know p(x) in order to compute q.)  Under strict liability using the 
proportional approach, the probability of having to pay damages is c + p(x) and the 
amount paid would be qh, so that expected liability would be (c + p(x))qh = (c + 
p(x))[p(x)/(c + p(x))]h = p(x)h, implying that care, x, will be chosen optimally and the 
decision to engage in the activity will also be optimal.27  Likewise, incentives to take due 
care under the negligence rule will be correct if due care is set optimally.  

                                                 
26 On the subject of this section, see Rosenberg (1984) and Shavell (1985), and Shavell (1987, pp. 

123-126). 
 
27 Incentives will not be optimal if, however, the courts cannot properly calculate q = p(x)/(c + 

p(x)).  A context in which problems might arise is where many firms market a product that causes harm and 
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 7.4  Proximate causation.28  Even if a party is a cause of losses, he may still 
escape liability under the law because he was not the “proximate cause” of losses.  There 
are two major categories of losses that are said not to be proximately caused.  One is 
accidents that came about in an atypical, freak manner, for example, where a dog imbibes 
nitroglycerin left at a mining site and then explodes, injuring nearby persons.  Allowing 
parties to escape liability for unusual accidents is sometimes thought not to undermine 
incentives, on the ground that no one could have foreseen such accidents.  This argument, 
however, is subject to the criticism that courts may find it difficult to discriminate 
between accidents that can and cannot be foreseen and that it reduces the incentives of 
injurers to become informed.  Moreover, the argument leads to the reductio ad absurdum 
that there should never be liability: after all, any accident may be viewed as 
extraordinarily unlikely (of essentially zero probability) if it is described in sufficient 
detail. 

 The other major category of accidents said not to be proximately caused, and for 
which parties are not held liable, are those coming about on account of what might be 
described as coincidence.  For example, in a well known case, a speeding bus happened 
to be at just the “right” point on its route to be struck by a falling tree.  Here, the bus 
company escaped liability for the injuries to passengers even though the injuries would 
not have occurred but for the excessive speed of the bus.  Allowing parties to escape 
liability for such coincidental accidents might not affect incentives to take precautions, 
however.  If the probability of a bus being struck by a falling tree is independent of its 
speed, failing to impose liability when trees fall on buses would not affect the incentives 
to speed at which buses are driven. 
8.  The Magnitude of Liability: Damages 

 8.1  Basic theory: strict liability.  Under strict liability, if the magnitude of 
liability, which as noted is called damages d, equals harm, then incentives to take care 
will be optimal in the unilateral model of accidents.  For if so, the injurer’s problem will 
be to minimize x + p(x)h, which is the social problem, so he will choose x*; whereas if d 
< h the level of care will be inadequate and if d > h the level of care will be excessive.  
Likewise, for levels of activity to be optimal, damages must equal harm.29

 The point that damages equal to harm is optimal essentially carries over to the 
situation, not yet considered, where the magnitude of harm is stochastic.  Suppose that, if 
an accident occurs, the harm h is governed by a probability distribution with density f(h; 
x); thus, note, the level of care may affect the probability distribution of damages.  The 
social problem in this situation is to minimize x + p(x)Ihf(h; x)dh =  x + p(x)E(h; x), 

                                                                                                                                                 
market share is employed to determine q.  It might be that a particular firm’s product is safer than another’s 
(one firm’s drug might cause fewer side effects than another’s).  If so, its p(x) is lower than another’s; but if 
only market share, and not p(x), is considered by courts, incentives would not be optimal. 

   
28 For analysis of proximate causation, see Shavell (1980) and Shavell (1987, pp. 110-115, 121-

123).  
29 In the bilateral model of accidents, damages equal to harm is optimal under the rule of strict 

liability with a defense of contributory negligence, if victims’ activity level is taken to be fixed.   If, 
however, victims’ activity level is variable, then optimal damages may well be less than harm, for then 
some part of losses will be borne by victims and will induce them desirably to moderate their level of 
activity. 
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where E(h, x) is expected harm conditional on an accident occurring when care is x.   It is 
clear from the expression of the social objective that if d = h, the injurer will minimize 
the social objective so will choose x*.    

 Several observations are worth making about this more general situation where 
the magnitude of harm is stochastic.   

 (a) It is not necessary that d = h for incentives to be correct.  If damages equal 
E(h; x) regardless of the actual h, then incentives will be correct.   

 (b) Legal doctrines that impose a ceiling on damages (on the ground that no one 
could have expected such high damages) or that exclude damages when the probability 
density f is sufficiently low (on the ground that no one could have expected such an 
unlikely event) lead to inadequate care and excessive activity levels; for such doctrines 
truncate expected liability conditional on an accident occurring to a level below E(h; x).   

 (c) Legal doctrines that impose damages exceeding harm for certain types of 
outcome (see section 8.4 below on punitive damages) lead to excessive care and 
inadequate activity levels. 
  8.2  Basic theory: negligence rule.   Under the negligence rule, analysis of the 
optimal magnitude of damages is different: on one hand, damages can be somewhat less 
than harm and optimal care will still be induced; on the other hand, damages can exceed 
harm and optimal care will be induced.  To begin with, consider the simple model with 
one level of harm h, due care x set optimally at x*, and no errors in the negligence 
determination.   It was shown in section 2.1 that if d = h, the injurer will take due care of 
x*.   In fact, the incentive to take care of x* rather than less care is sharp, in the sense that 
expected liability rises discontinuously from 0 to a positive level if x is reduced from x*, 
since then expected liability jumps from 0 to p(x)h.  This discontinuity in expected 
liability can be shown to imply there is an interval [h, h ! k] for some positive k such that 
if d is in the interval, the injurer will still be induced to choose x*.   If d > h, then it is 
obvious that x* will be taken and that greater care will not be taken, since if care is just x* 
then the injurer will be relieved of liability. 
  These points require some qualification, however.   
  (a) If there is uncertainty in the negligence determination, then damages 
exceeding harm may exacerbate the problem of excessive care (see section 6.2).30  In this 
situation, damages equal to harm will not induce optimal care, but some level of damages 
(perhaps less than h) will induce optimal care.  
  (b) If the magnitude of harm is stochastic, the points made in the preceding 
paragraph largely carry through.   

 8.3  Difficulty in estimating harm.  Some components of harm are hard to 
estimate, for example, the decline in profits that will be caused by a fire at a store.  The 
courts sometimes exclude such difficult-to-measure elements of harm from damages (on 
the ground that they are too speculative).  This legal practice might be justified if the cost 
of ascertaining a component of harm outweighs the value of the improvement in 
incentives that its inclusion would accomplish.  However, the cost of estimating a 

                                                 
30 An additional issue is that erroneous findings of liability tend to remedy the problem of 

excessive levels of activity under the negligence rule, raising the possibility that setting damages above h 
would be desirable. 
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component of loss would be low if rough estimates are used, suggesting that that 
approach may be superior to omitting speculative components of harm from damages.   

 8.4  Punitive damages.  When an injurer’s behavior departs substantially from 
what is appropriate, damages in excess of harm, so-called punitive damages, may be 
imposed.   If imposition of such damages causes expected liability to exceed expected 
harm, injurers will be induced to take excessive precautions, at least under strict liability, 
and they will also reduce their levels of activity undesirably.   Under the negligence rule, 
excessive damages may also lead to undesirable levels of care when there is uncertainty 
about the negligence determination, as discussed in section 6.2.  Hence, the use of 
punitive damages seems socially detrimental as a general matter. 

 There is, however, a fairly general circumstance in which damages exceeding 
liability are desirable: when injurers sometimes escape liability.  This possibility may 
arise because injurers are hard to identify as the sources of harm (the origin of pollution 
may be difficult to trace) or because victims do not choose to bring suit (litigation costs 
may discourage legal action).  If injurers who ought to be found liable for harm h are in 
fact only found liable and made to pay damages with probability q, then if damages are 
raised to (1/q)h, injurers’ expected liability will be h.  Thus, the more likely a party is to 
escape liability, the higher should be damages when the party is found liable.  
Accordingly, a firm that dumps toxic wastes at night, or an individual who tries to 
conceal a bad act, should have to pay punitive damages, but not an injurer who causes 
harm in a noticeable way.  On these points and others, see, for example, Cooter (1989), 
Diamond (2002), and Polinsky and Shavell (1998).31    

   Another assumption that would justify damages exceeding harm is that injurers 
obtain “illicit” utility – utility not credited in social welfare – from certain harmful acts, 
such as spitefully destroying a person’s property.  Under this assumption, it is readily 
shown that damages exceeding harm may be desirable, for they are required to induce 
injurers not to commit the harmful acts, in order to offset their illicit utility.   The 
assumption of illicit utility might be considered problematic, however, as it implies that 
social welfare is not a function of individuals’ utilities (and thus leads to conflicts with 
the Pareto principle32).   

 8.5  Accuracy of damages and legal costs.  Much expense is incurred in 
litigation about the magnitude of a victim’s harm, which raises the question of what the 
social value of greater accuracy is and whether the private value of accuracy is different 
from the social value.  It turns out that the private value of information about harm tends 
to exceed the social value.  To explain, there is social value in establishing harm 
accurately primarily when injurers know, at the time that they choose their level of care, 
how much harm they might cause, for then they can take appropriate steps to prevent 
harm.  For example, if an injurer anticipates that the atypically large harm he might cause 
will be accurately measured, he will exercise a properly high degree of care, as is socially 
desirable.  However, injurers often lack considerable information about the harm they 
might cause when they decide on their precautions.  Drivers, for example, know 

                                                 
31 See also Daughety and Reinganum (1997).  For empirical study of punitive damages, see 

Eisenberg et al. (1997), Karpoff and Lott (1999), and Polinsky (1997).  
 
32 See Kaplow and Shavell (2001).   
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relatively little about how much harm a potential victim would suffer in an accident (the 
seriousness of injuries, the magnitude of lost earnings).  In such cases, there is limited 
social value in assessing damages accurately because injurers behavior would not be 
much affected by doing so; drivers’ incentives to avoid accidents would be largely the 
same if, instead of striving for fairly precise measurements of harm, courts employed 
rough averages (based, perhaps, upon abbreviated litigation over damages or upon figures 
from a table).33  Regardless of the possibly attenuated social value of accuracy in the 
measure of damages, victims and injurers have very strong private incentives to spend to 
establish damages accurately in court.  A victim will always be willing to spend up to a 
dollar to prove that harm is a dollar higher, and an injurer will always be willing to spend 
up to a dollar to prove that harm is a dollar lower.  This suggests why, as shown in 
Kaplow and Shavell (1996b) the private value of information about damages exceeds the 
social, so that too much is spent by litigants proving damages.   
9.  Multiple Injurers 
  In some contexts more than one injurer jointly contributes to harmful events, 
such as when two drivers race each other and cause another car to drive off the road, or 
where two firms operate a refinery which explodes.   For simplicity, let us consider the 
unilateral model of accidents and that there are just two injurers (the case of n injurers is 
essentially identical).   Let p(x1,  x2) be the probability of harm, so that the social problem 
is to minimize x1 + x2 +  
p(x1,  x2)h, and let xi* denote the optimal xi, which are assumed to be positive.    
  9.1  Strict liability.  By strict liability is meant imposition of damages on 
injurers in amounts that are independent of their levels of care and that the sum of 
damages equals h (the usual rule).   
  Suppose that the injurers act independently of one another.  Then the optimal 
outcome is not achievable, since to induce optimal care of xi* injurer i must bear damages 
of h under strict liability.  
  If injurers act in concert, then it is obvious that they will behave optimally since 
their problem will be the social problem. 
  9.2  Negligence rule.  By the negligence rule is meant the rule under which each 
injurer escapes liability if his care is at least his due care level xi; if he alone is negligent, 
he bears damages of h, and if he and the other injurer are both negligent, they will jointly 
pay h, in amounts that may depend on their xi.   
  Suppose that injurers act independently of each other.  Then, if due care levels 
are optimal, xi = xi*, it is clear (from the argument in section 2.1) that each injurer taking 
due care is an equilibrium, and it can be shown that it is the unique equilibrium.  Thus the 
negligence rule is superior to strict liability.  The superiority of the negligence rule has to 
do with the fact that, by the nature of the negligence rule, each party is threatened with 
damages equal to the entire harm h when other parties act optimally; whereas under strict 
liability, each party is threatened with a lesser amount. 

                                                 
33A qualification to this point, emphasized by Spier (1994), arises where the probability 

distribution of harm is affected by an injurer’s degree of care.  If this is so, then accuracy in assessing harm 
will influence an injurer’s incentives to reduce risk even when, at the time he chooses his level of care, he 
does not have information about the harm that would occur in an accident. 
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  If injurers act in concert, then they will also act optimally if due care levels are 
optimal.  
  These points about behavior of multiple injurers under the negligence rule were 
first made by W.M. Landes and Posner (1980). 
10.  The Judgment-Proof Problem 

 The possibility that injurers may not be able to pay in full for the harm they 
cause is known as the judgment-proof problem and is of substantial importance, for 
individuals and firms often pose risks significantly exceeding their assets (a person of 
modest means could cause a devastating fire; a small firm’s product could cause many 
deaths).   The judgment-proof problem reduces the effectiveness of accident liability in 
combatting risk and also lowers the incentive to purchase liability insurance.  On the 
judgment-proof problem, see originally Summers (1983) and Shavell (1986). 

 10.1  Incentives to engage in harmful activities.  When injurers are unable to 
pay fully for the harm they may cause, their incentives to engage in risky activities will 
be greater than otherwise.  Under strict liability, their incentives to engage in an activity 
are optimal if their assets are enough to cover the harm they might cause, but their  
incentives will be inadequate if they are unable to pay for the harm.  Under the 
negligence rule, the situation is somewhat different.   If the rule functions without error 
and injurers are induced to take care (as they might despite being judgment proof – see 
below), they bear no liability and their incentives to engage in the activity (which are too 
great, by the argument of section 2.3) are not altered by the existence of the judgment-
proof problem.  If, though, injurers are not induced to take optimal care, or there are 
errors in the negligence determination that sometimes result in findings of negligence, 
then the existence of the judgment-proof problem does lead injurers to engage more often 
in the activity than they otherwise would. 

 10.2  Incentives to take care.  Likewise, when injurers are unable to pay for all 
the harm they might cause, their incentives to take care tend to be diluted.  Consider the 
injurer’s problem of choosing care x under strict liability, when his assets are y < h.  The 
injurer’s problem is often formulated as minimizing x + p(x)y; hence, the injurer chooses 
x(y) determined by –pN(x)y = 1 instead of –pN(x)h = 1, so that x(y) < x* (and the lower is 
y, the lower is x(y)).   Under this formulation of the injurer’s problem, note that it is 
implicitly assumed that care is nonmonetary, for if care is monetary, the injurer’s wealth 
after spending on care would be y – x, and only this amount would be left to to be paid in 
a judgment.  If care is monetary, in other words, the injurer’s problem is to minimize x + 
p(x)(y – x).   The solution x(y) to this problem is determined by the condition –pN(x)(y – x)  
= 1 – p(x).  The interpretation is that the marginal benefit of taking care, saving the 
person’s remaining wealth of y – x with a higher probability of –pN(x), equals the 
marginal cost of the expenditure, which is not 1 but 1 – p(x).  In effect, spending on care 
has a private cost of less than the social cost of 1, since there is a chance p(x) that that an 
expenditure will not be a private cost as it would be paid in a judgment.  This gives rise to 
the theoretical possibility that care could be excessive, x(y) > x*; but that would not be 
the case when p is low.  For simplicity, I will assume below that care is nonmonetary. 
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 Under the negligence rule, with due care x set equal to x*, the injurer might 
choose x* rather than risk liability with a lower x and incur costs of x + p(x)y; indeed, 
since x* + p(x*)h < x*, there exists an interval [h – k, h] with positive k such that if y is in 
this interval, x* will be induced.   So, unlike with strict liability, the judgment-proof 
problem does not lead to inadequate care under the negligence rule unless assets y are 
sufficiently less than harm h. 

 10.3  Incentives to purchase liability insurance.   Risk-averse injurers who 
may not be able to pay for the entire harm they cause will tend not to purchase full 
liability insurance or any at all.  This is because purchase of full coverage would require 
them to pay premiums for damage payments that they would not make in the absence of 
coverage: if a person with assets of $10,000 buys coverage against liability of $100,000, 
he is purchasing coverage against $90,000 of losses that he would not suffer if he did not 
have coverage.34  The nature and consequences of this effect of the judgment-proof 
problem depends, among other things, on whether liability insurers have information 
about risk and thus link premiums to it.  If liability insurers have information about risk 
and base premiums on it, then reduction in the purchase of liability insurance tends to 
reduce incentives to take care (as in the last section).  If liability insurers do not have 
information about risk, then reduced purchase of liability insurance tends to increase 
incentives to take care (even though the incentives generally remain suboptimal).  In both 
cases, reduction in the purchase of liability insurance tends to undesirably increase 
incentives to engage in the harmful activity. 

 10.4  Policies to ameliorate the judgment-proof problem.  Several types of 
policy responses to the dilution of incentives caused by the judgment-proof problem are 
of interest.  If there is a second party who has some control over the behavior of the party 
whose assets are limited and who directly affects risk, then the second party can be held 
vicariously liable for the losses caused by the first (see the next section), inducing the 
vicariously liable party to cause risks to be lowered.  Thus, holding a large contractor 
liable for the accidents caused by a small subcontractor or an employer for accidents 
caused by its employees will lead the former to control the risks posed by the latter.  See 
section 11. 

 Additionally, parties with assets less than a specified amount could in some 
contexts be prevented from engaging in an activity.  However, such minimum asset 
requirements may undesirably prevent some individuals who ought to engage in the 
activity from doing so; although their assets are low and their care would be inadequate, 
their benefits might still exceed the expected harm that they create.  Minimum asset 
requirements are a somewhat blunt instrument for alleviating the incentive problems 
under consideration.35

 A third response to inadequate incentives caused by the judgment-proof problem 
is regulation of liability insurance.  One form of insurance regulation would mandate 
purchase of (perhaps full) liability insurance coverage.  This approach would be 
especially appealing when insurers can observe the precautions taken by injurers and link 
premiums to it.  In that case, if injurers purchase full liability insurance coverage, their 

                                                 
34 See Huberman et al. (1983), Keeton and Kwerel (1984), and Shavell (1986).   
 
35 On minimum asset requirements, see Shavell (2005). 
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incentives to reduce risk would be optimal (see section 3.3).  However, if insurers cannot 
observe risk and moral hazard exists, then requiring the purchase of liability insurance 
further reduces the incentive to take care.  Therefore, mandating the purchase of liability 
coverage may not be desirable.  This point suggests that an opposite form of insurance 
regulation may be advantageous: barring purchase of liability insurance (a policy that is 
sometimes employed, as noted in section 3.3).  Forbidding purchase of liability insurance 
can improve incentives to take care if, without a prohibition, injurers would have 
purchased positive coverage and insurers cannot observe injurers’ level of care.36

 Fourth, the use of corrective taxes equal to expected harm may help to alleviate 
the judgment-proof problem.  When harm is caused with a low probability, the expected 
harm is much less than the actual harm.  Hence, parties with limited assets may be able to 
pay the appropriate tax on risk-creating behavior even though they could not pay for the 
harm itself.  Suppose that the release of pollution will cause harm of $1 million with a 1% 
probability.  Thus, a firm with $100,000 of assets would be able to pay $10,000 for the 
expected harm it would cause were it to cause the pollution, even though it would only be 
able to pay one tenth of the actual $1 million harm it might generate, and so its incentives 
to reduce risk would be much too low under the liability system.  

 A fifth way of correcting for dilution of incentives is for the state to regulate 
parties’ behavior directly, such as with traffic laws or safety requirements.  Regulation, 
however, may involve inefficiency because of regulators’ limited knowledge of risk and 
of the cost and ability to reduce it.  

 Another way final way of mitigating dilution of incentives is resort to criminal 
liability. A party who would not take care if only his assets were at stake might be 
induced to do so for fear of imprisonment.  
11.  Vicarious Liability 
  Vicarious liability, as mentioned in the last section, is the imposition of liability 
on a party related to the actual author of harm, where the vicariously liable party usually 
has some control over the party who directly causes the harm.  The forms of vicarious 
liability vary widely and include holding parents liable for harms caused by their 
children, contractors for harms caused by subcontractors, firms for the harms caused by 
employees (a particularly important example), and even, occasionally, lenders for the 
harms caused by borrowers. 
  There are two major reasons why vicarious liability may be socially desirable.  
One is that the injurer may not have proper information about reduction of harm, whereas 
the vicariously liable party may have good, or at least superior, information and be able 
to influence the risk-reducing behavior of the injurer.  This feature of vicarious liability 
might apply, for example, in regard to a parent in relation to a child (suppose a teenage 
child does not realize how dangerous using a motorboat might be to swimmers and that 
the parent can monitor the child’s use of the boat), or in regard to a firm and its 
employees (suppose a worker does not understand how dangerous a toxic waste product 
is, but the firm does and thus controls how it is transported by the worker to a dump site). 

                                                 
36 On regulation of liability insurance, see Jost (1996), Pohlborn (1998), and Shavell (1987, 2000, 

2005).   
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  The other basic reason why vicarious liability may be desirable is that it helps to 
ameliorate the judgment-proof problem as it applies to the injurer, as noted in the 
previous section.37  Under vicarious liability, the vicariously liable party’s assets are at 
risk as well as the injurer’s, giving the vicariously liable party a motive to reduce risk or 
to moderate the injurer’s level of activity.  There are various ways in which the 
vicariously liable party can affect risk or the level of activity.  (a) Vicariously liable 
parties may be able to affect the behavior of injurers in some direct manner, such as 
where a parent prevents a child from using a speedboat, where an employer does not 
allow an employee to transport hazardous wastes until the employee has been through a 
training course in handling the wastes, or where a contractor requires a subcontractor to 
use a particular safety device.  Here, note, the control by the vicariously liable party may 
be over the level of care (as in the case of the employee who must take a training course) 
or over the level of activity (as in the case of the child who is prevented from using the 
speedboat). (b) Another possibility is that vicariously liable parties can themselves take 
precautions that alter the risk that injurers present.  For example, the employer can 
purchase a tanker truck to transport hazardous wastes that is safer than some other kind of 
tanker truck (perhaps it has a double-walled container).  (c) Sometimes vicariously liable 
parties may control participation in activities because they act as “gatekeepers”; they are 
able to prevent injurers from engaging in their activity by withholding financing or a 
required service.  Thus, a vicariously liable lender or parent corporation may withhold 
funding to an injurer; or a vicariously liable architect may not agree to sign a statement 
that a hotel is safe from collapse in an earthquake and thus effectively deny the hotel 
from doing business if such a statement is legally required. 
  The main disadvantage of vicarious liability is that it increases litigation costs, 
since it means that vicariously liable parties can be sued as well as the injurer.  The 
increase in litigation cost must be weighed against the improvement in incentives.   
Hence, imposing vicarious liability on a homeowner for an accident caused by a delivery 
truck that is bringing something to his home would probably not be worthwhile, since the 
extra incentive gained would be modest.  Another disadvantage is that it leads potential 
contracting parties, who might become vicariously liable were they to make a contract, to 
expend effort determining the degree of their liability exposure.38      
  Literature on vicarious liability originates with Kornhauser (1982) and Sykes 
(1981, 1984).39     
12.  Nonpecuniary Harm 

                                                 
37 Both reasons often apply jointly; for instance, children and employees are often judgment proof 

as well as in possession of less information than vicariously liable parties. Other reasons for vicarious 
liability are sometimes emphasized.  For example, where a firm is held vicariously liable for its employees, 
a victim need not have to prove which employee actually caused the harm suffered.   

 
38  Another disadvantage, of a subtle nature, is that a vicariously liable contracting party will 

charge a party with low assets an amount reflecting the vicariously liable party’s liability exposure; this 
charge will itself reduce the assets of the low asset party, exacerbating the judgment proof problem in 
regard to him; see Pitchford (1995). 

  
39  See also Boyd and Ingberman (1997), Boyer and Laffont (1997), Feess (1999), Hansmann and 

Kraakman (1991), Kraakman (1986, 1998), Pitchford (1995), and Shavell (1987, pp. 170-177, 182-185). 
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  It is often the case that the victim of an accident suffers a nonpecuniary harm, 
such as when an irreplaceable photo album is destroyed in a fire, a person suffers a 
disabling injury, or a scenic beach is ruined by an oil spill.  In these cases, the harm is 
called nonpecuniary because the loss is not replaceable with a good or service that can be 
purchased on a market.  Let us sketch the implications of such nonpecuniary harms for 
the analysis of the liability system. 
  12.1  Incentives in the risk-neutral case.  Suppose initially that individuals are 
risk neutral.  In this case, it is natural to assume that the victim’s loss is the sum of a 
pecuniary component h and a nonpecuniary component t.  Thus, the optimal level of care 
x* is the x minimizing x + p(x)(h + t); the optimal level z* at which to engage in the 
activity is the z maximizing b(z) – z[x* + p(x*)(h + t)]; and so forth.  Hence, it is evident 
that the nonpecuniary harm should influence damages and the due care standard: the 
optimal level of damages is d = h + t; and due care should be x* and not the lower level 
of care minimizing only x + p(x)h.   
  However, courts often face an informational problem in determining 
nonpecuniary harm t, and one that is more difficult than that experienced in determining 
pecuniary harm.  Pecuniary harm is measurable since, by definition, it is equal to the cost 
of purchasing a replacement good.  If a car is damaged beyond repair, the same car (or 
essentially the same one) can generally be purchased on the market, so the court needs 
only to estimate the cost of buying the replacement vehicle.  In contrast, nonpecuniary 
harm is not usually associated with a market observable and, moreover, varies, perhaps 
greatly, across individuals.  The disutility of losing an irreplaceable family photo album 
might be very different from one person to the next.  Thus, courts are likely to err in 
computing damages for nonpecuniary harm (and in ascertaining the proper due care level 
when such harm is involved). 
    12.2  Incentives and insurance in the risk-averse case; fines as a supplement 
to liability.  Now suppose that victims are risk averse and for simplicity that a victim’s 
utility is of the form u(y) plus a nonpecuniary utility component, where u(y) is utility 
from wealth y and u is concave.  If there is an accident causing a pecuniary harm of h and 
a utility loss of t, the victim’s utility would be u(y – h) – t; whereas if there is no accident, 
his utility is u(y).  Before considering liability and incentives, observe that the optimal 
insurance policy for a victim facing a loss of h and t is a policy that covers only the 
pecuniary loss h.  For, as is well known, optimal insurance coverage is such that the 
marginal utility of wealth is the same if an accident occurs as if it does not; and since the 
utility loss t does not affect the utility of wealth, purchasing insurance against it would 
only lower expected utility.40  Another way to put this point is that although 
nonpecuniary losses may involve substantial disutility (consider the death of a child or a 
parent), they may not create a need for money (do not raise the marginal utility of 
money), so it makes no sense to insure against them. 
  This point about the optimal insurance purchases against nonpecuniary losses 
suggests that the first-best solution to the accident problem when losses involve 
nonpecuniary components and victims are risk averse has the following character.  
Victims receive an amount equal to their pecuniary losses alone; but injurer risk-reducing 
behavior reflects nonpecuniary as well as pecuniary harm.   

                                                 
40 See Arrow (1974) and Cook and Graham (1977). 
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  The first-best solution cannot be achieved under strict liability for the simple 
reason that if victims receive optimal insurance coverage equal to pecuniary harm, 
incentives of injurers will be too low; and if injurers pay damages sufficient to give them 
proper incentives, victims’ insurance coverage will be excessive.  The second-best level 
of damages strikes an implicit compromise between the goal of providing proper 
incentives to injurers and optimal insurance for victims.    
  However, the first-best solution can be achieved under strict liability if damages 
are supplemented by fines collected by the state.  For then damages can be set equal to 
the pecuniary harm h, optimally insuring victims, and the fine can be set high enough so 
as to provide, together with damages, optimal incentives to reduce risk for injurers.   (One 
way to appreciate the superiority of the system of fines is that it can be shown to be 
Pareto superior to any liability system.  In a fully-specified model, the fine revenue can 
benefit individuals, such as by reducing their taxes or by allowing a lump sum payment to 
be made to individuals ex ante.)  
  Under the negligence rule, if it is perfectly functioning, the first-best solution 
can be achieved without the use of fines.  For if damages are set high enough to induce 
due care of x*, victims will bear their losses and will purchase accident insurance 
covering only their pecuniary harm h.  However, if there are errors in the negligence 
determination, then, as under strict liability, a system with fines as a supplement to 
liability will tend to be superior to the pure liability system.  
  The use of supplemental fines would tend to resolve certain tensions arising 
from application of standard principles of tort law in calculating damages.  It is 
frequently observed, for example, that because damages for death tend to be based on the 
present value of foregone earnings, payments for the death of children (whose earnings 
are many years in the future) or for the elderly are low.  Such damages lead to inadequate 
deterrence (and also may seem jarring to the public), even though the damages are not 
inappropriate from the standpoint of insurance  (the death of a child or of an elderly 
person usually does not create the need for money).  The use of fines could help to 
increase deterrence without altering what victims receive.41

Part C.   
13.  Liability versus Other Methods of Controlling Risk 

 13.1  Methods of control.  Liability for accidents is one among a number of 
methods that society may employ to control potentially harmful behavior.  Another is 
direct regulation, under which the state restricts permissible behavior, for example, by 
requiring that factories install smoke arrestors.  Closely related to state regulation is the 
legal injunction, whereby a potential victim can enlist the power of the state to force a 
potential injurer to take steps to prevent harm or to cease his activity; the injunction is 
effectively privately-initiated regulation.  Society can also make use of the corrective tax, 
under which a party pays the state an amount equal to the expected harm he causes, a 
standard example being the expected harm due to the discharge of a pollutant into a 

                                                 
41 The subject of liability, risk-bearing, and non-pecuniary harms was first studied in Spence 

(1977), who pointed out the advantage of fines as a supplement to liability.  See also Calfee and Rubin 
(1992) and Shavell (1987, pp. 231-235, 247-254). 
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lake.42  In fact, liability and regulation are the preeminent tools that society utilizes to 
control risky activities; use of corrective taxes is unusual in a relative sense.  
  13.2 Comparison.  I will now sketch several factors bearing on the relative 
desirability of these methods of controlling externalities.  The review of factors will show 
that any of the methods (or a combination) could be the best, depending on the context.43   

 One factor of relevance is the quality of the state’s information.  If the state has 
complete information, that is, knows injurers’ benefits from acts, costs of precautions and 
their effectiveness, and the harm that injurers would cause, then all of the methods of 
control allow achievement of optimality.  If the state’s information is imperfect, the state 
will not be able to calculate which actions (such as installing a smoke arrestor) are 
desirable and thus sometimes will err.  Hence, methods of control that require the state to 
determine optimal actions – namely, regulation, the injunction, and liability based on the 
negligence rule – will not perform well.  In contrast, as long as the state can ascertain 
expected harm, we know that it can induce injurers to act optimally under the corrective 
tax; and as long as the state can determine the actual harm, we know that it an induce 
optimal behavior under strict liability; for under either the corrective tax or strict liability, 
injurers will balance their costs of precautions and benefits from engaging in activities 
against the reduction in expected harm that would be brought about by taking precautions 
and modifying their levels of activity. 

 This basic informational argument favoring corrective taxes or strict liability 
over regulation, the injunction, and the negligence rule applies despite possible 
uncertainty about the magnitude of harm.  The reason, essentially, is that under corrective 
taxes, the state only needs to estimate expected harm and set the tax equal to it, and under 
strict liability, the state only needs to allow harm to occur and set damages equal to actual 
harm, whereas under the other methods the state must also estimate precaution costs 
and/or injurers’ benefits from engaging in their activities.  The present point about the 
superiority of corrective taxes (and of strict liability) holds notwithstanding Weitzman 
(1974), which suggests that regulation may be superior to corrective taxation.44 The 
state’s information also bears on the relative appeal of the corrective taxes versus strict 
liability.  Under the corrective tax, the expected harm must be known, such as the 
expected harm that would be caused by pollution or by leaving ice on sidewalks.  Under 
strict liability, only the actual harm need be known.  When, as is often the case, actual 
harm is more readily measured than expected harm (arguably the case for icy sidewalks), 
strict liability enjoys an informational advantage over the corrective tax.  In some 

                                                 
42 Other tools include subsidies for taking precautions and fines for causing harm, but for 

simplicity only the four methods mentioned in the text are considered here. 
 
43 This section follows Shavell (1993).  There are a number of articles that focus on comparisons 

between pairs of methods of controlling externalities.   See Calabresi and Melamed (1972), Ellickson 
(1973), Kaplow and Shavell (1996, 2002), Kolstad, et al. (1990), Polinsky (1980a), Shavell (1984a, 1984b), 
Weitzman (1974), and Wittman (1977). 

 
44 Weitzman’s (1974) conclusion that regulation could be superior to taxation rests on the 

assumption that the tax rate does not depend on the quantity of pollution.  If, as would usually be easy to 
implement, the tax rate can vary with the quantity of pollution, taxes are superior to regulation; see Roberts 
and Spence (1976) and Kaplow and Shavell (2002).  
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situations, though, expected harm may be easier to determine than actual harm (especially 
when harm is difficult to trace to its origin). 

 A second factor of relevance to the comparison of methods of control is the 
information available to victims.  For many externalities, victims have better information 
than the state about who is causing harm or about its extent – because they are the parties 
who actually suffer the harm.  Hence, one would suppose that victims are the most 
appropriate enforcement agents, suggesting the desirability of the liability tool or the 
injunction.  For some externalities, however, victims may have poor information about 
harm, worse than the state’s.  Consider, for instance, that victims may be unaware that 
harm is even occurring when they are exposed to odorless and invisible carcinogenic 
agents.  In such circumstances, the state would often be a better enforcer than individuals, 
and use of regulation or corrective taxes might be advantageous. 

 A third factor concerns the level of activity of an injurer (how much a firm 
produces, how many miles a person drives), as opposed to the precautions an injurer 
takes given the level of activity (whether a firm uses a smoke scrubber while producing, 
whether a person exercises care when driving).  Regulation and the negligence rule are 
most often concerned with precautions taken but not with the level of activity (a firm may 
be required by regulation to install smoke scrubbers or to take certain safety precautions 
but not to reduce its output).  Thus injurers may not have incentives to moderate their 
level of activity although that would be desirable (their activity may result in harm 
despite the exercise of optimal precautions – even with smoke scrubbers, some pollution 
will result).  In contrast, under the corrective tax and strict liability, injurers pay for harm 
done, so that they will optimally moderate their level of activity (as well as efficiently 
choose their level of precautions).  
  A fourth pertinent factor, noted above, is the ameliorative behavior of victims.  
Under regulation, the injunction, and corrective taxation, victims are not compensated for 
their harm, so that victims have a natural incentive to take optimal precautions or to alter 
their activity.  Similarly, under the negligence rule, victims have an incentive to take 
precautions, since injurers will tend to be led to behave nonnegligently so will not 
compensate victims.  Under strict liability, victims incentives are not as good; although 
the defense of contributory negligence gives victims an incentive to take precautions, 
they are not led to moderate their level of activity (or any aspect of behavior not included 
in the contributory negligence determination). 

 Still another factor is administrative costs, the costs borne by the state in 
applying a legal rule and the legal and related costs borne by the affected parties.  
Liability rules possess a general administrative cost advantage over regulation in that 
under liability rules, administrative costs are incurred only if harm is done.  This 
advantage may be significant when the likelihood of harm is small.  Nevertheless, 
administrative costs will sometimes be lower under other approaches.  For example, 
compliance with a regulation may readily be detected in some circumstances 
(determining whether factory smokestacks are sufficiently high would be easy) and also 
may be accomplished through random monitoring, saving enforcement resources.  Also, 
imposing corrective taxes might be inexpensive.  Notably, suppose that they are levied at 
the time of the purchase of a product.  In contrast, liability rules might be expensive to 
employ.  For example, demonstrating the source of a particular harm and its extent may 
be difficult.  Also, when industrial pollution affects millions of individuals on an ongoing 
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basis, the cost of a continuous flow of individual suits (or even class actions) that 
measure damages victim-by-victim is likely to be in excess of the cost of alternatives. 

 Last, the ability of injurers to pay for harm is of relevance.  For liability rules to 
induce potential injurers to behave appropriately, injurers must have assets sufficient to 
make the required payments; otherwise they will have inadequate incentives to reduce 
harm, as discussed in section 10.  Where inability to pay is a problem, bonding 
requirements may be helpful, and regulation may become more appealing (although it 
may need to be enforced through the threat of nonmonetary, criminal sanctions).  In 
addition, corrective taxes have an advantage over liability rules when harm is 
probabilistic because, under the corrective tax, an injurer would pay only the expected 
harm (with certainty) rather than the higher actual harm (with a probability); see section 
10.4. 

 13.3  Resolution of externalities through bargaining by affected parties.  
Parties affected by unregulated externalities will sometimes have the opportunity to make 
mutually beneficial agreements with those who generate the externalities.  In the classic 
example, if a firm’s pollution causes harm of $1,000 that can be prevented by installing a 
smoke scrubber that costs $100, then, in the absence of any legal obligation on the firm, 
one might expect a potential victim of pollution to pay the firm an amount between $100 
and $1,000 to install the scrubber.45   

 If it is posited that there are no obstacles to reaching a mutually beneficial 
agreement concerning externalities, then that will occur.  This tautology is one version of 
the Coase Theorem; Coase (1960) stressed the point that externality problems could be 
remedied through private bargains.  A closely related version of the Coase Theorem 
asserts that the outcome regarding the externality – whether a smoke scrubber is installed 
or instead pollution is generated – does not depend on the legal rule that applies.  For 
example, if the scrubber costs $100 and there is no law that controls pollution, a bargain 
as we have described it will come about and the scrubber will be installed; and likewise if 
there is a law that leads to installation of the scrubber, the same will happen.  The 
outcome, however, might be affected by the legal rule because of the level of wealth of 
parties.  Most obviously, the potential victims might not have assets sufficient to pay for 
the scrubber, in which case the scrubber would not be installed unless a legal rule leads to 
this; moreover, legal rules may affect the distribution of wealth and thus the demand for 
goods, including that of being free from pollution.46

 In any case, there are many obstacles to bargaining.  Bargaining may fail to 
occur when victims are numerous and face collective action problems in coming together.  
This is often the situation with respect to victims of industrial pollution, for example.  
Similarly, in important contexts, bargaining will be impractical because victims will not 
know in advance who will injure them; this is the case for automobile accidents and most 
other accidents between strangers.  Another reason that bargaining may not occur is that 
victims might not know that they are exposed to a risk.  Also, the cost of bargaining 

                                                 
45 For experimental studies on bargaining and entitlements, see, for example, Hoffman and Spitzer 

(1982) and Croson and Johnston (2000). 
 
46 The outcome following from a legal rule might also be affected by an “endowment effect,” 

under which individuals’ valuations depend on whether or not they originally enjoy legal protection.  See, 
for example, Kahneman et al. (1990). 
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between just one potential victim and one potential injurer who know of each other can 
discourage them from engaging in the process.  If these reasons do not apply and victims 
and injurers do engage in bargaining, asymmetry of information may lead to bargaining 
impasses.  Altogether, these problems that reduce the likelihood of bargaining occurring, 
and also its success if it does take place, make the importance of legal rules to remedy 
externalities substantial. 
  
  14.  Conclusion 
  The subject of liability for accidents as a device for controlling participation in 
risky activities and for inducing the taking of precautions when parties engage in them 
has been reviewed here.  Economic analysis of this subject has been undertaken for only 
a relatively short time, and many avenues for theoretical research are apparent, 
concerning, for example, the relationship between liability insurance and the liability 
system, the ramifications of the judgment-proof problem, and the effect of liability on 
investigation of risks.  More generally, as the discussion in section 13 should have 
indicated, analysis of the comparative strengths of (and of complementarities between) 
liability and other devices for controlling accidents seems to be of particular importance.    
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